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Abstract
This thesis attacks the neglected and unresolved historiographical pr

Essay on the History of Civil Society, to his early life experience. Duri

background first came to the fore. A knowledge of Gaelic marked Fe

Highlander. Michael Kugler’s 1994 study examined how Ferguson an

of Highland society. My investigation takes a novel approach by conc

locale, language and vestigial shame-honour culture. These were imb

During these phases, Ferguson became conversant in the Gaelic lang

legends of Highland communities. The elements of the shame-honou

Highland orality, all left their mark on him. Evidence of these compo

and other works. An analysis of Ferguson’s correspondence confirm

fluency from a young age. Ferguson experienced a traditional, comm

increasing drive to modernise the rural parts of Scotland. His insider

two naturally acquired grammatical systems, provided him with som

success as a university lecturer testify to his assimilation and integrat

intellectual culture. Nevertheless, his writing bears some hallmarks o

his first culture. This thesis provides a new dimension to the understa
explication of important passages of his writing.
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